


When the shutdown first began in 2020, I started going on walks through the streets,

parks, and trails that had been filled with human activity only a few days prior. I observed

animals and plants going on with life as usual, the squirrels chasing each other, the trees budding

with leaves, and what came to mind was that the world was not falling apart without our

presence. Many of us had convinced ourselves that our human-centric worldview was the natural

order, but here we were, or weren’t, being brought to our knees as a species by a virus we could

not see.

In the absence of people, I found that I could experience the world in a way that I had not

before. The lack of human voices made room for other sounds to fill the streets. The stillness

allowed other forms of movement to take a more central role. I found myself watching the way

that sunlight changed throughout the day, and along my walking routes, I found different

locations to which I would return repeatedly over the spring and summer. In each place, I would

watch for changes: birds hatching, dandelions growing tall, then transforming into seeds. I

learned to listen to trees, to wild turkeys, to water, and I realized that whenever humans might be

able to re-emerge from the pandemic, that this practice of meditative listening and observing

would be something I carried out with me.

When I arrived at Pierce Cedar Creek Institute this summer, my goal was to honor that

intention with my work. I wanted to understand how active listening could translate into a

soundscape, and how those months of studying sunlight might allow me to explore a more

contemporary take on traditional landscape art. I started to identify different locations along the

trails that I could observe and record over the summer. I would then use those recordings to



create a video that would show the land as a living, nuanced, and dynamic character in its own

right.

As the summer progressed, I realized that I was doing not one, but three distinct projects.

Everything had its own story: the sunlight, the sounds, and the growth, movement, and change of

the landscape at PCCI.  Rather than trying to force these pieces together, I chose to let each

aspect stand on its own. Every area of the work, photography, sound, and video, is a variation on

an overarching theme of contemplative observation. Included in this body of work is a series of

thirty photographs, a soundscape, and a video.

Variation One: Photography

My first area of concentration this summer was a photography series that focused on the

relationship between the light and landscape at Pierce Cedar Creek Institute. In order to deepen



my interaction with the sunlight, I used a variety of prisms, eyeglass lenses, chandelier

pendalogues, and cut crystal wine glasses to study light refraction. By placing a prism or other

device onto a 50mm lens, I found that I was not only able to bend and reshape the subject matter,

but that I could also control the colors and vibrancy in a way that I had not expected.

However, because the direct sunlight of summer has no natural diffusion, most of the

early images contained distracting light streaks and sun flares. Significant portions of the

photographs were unusable because the light intensity would create dark banding that obscured

the subject. Rather than focusing on something more comfortable - namely, waiting for overcast

skies, I wanted to see if there was a way to work with trickier lighting conditions. I started

breaking prisms at intervals and examining how different depths and cracks changed the way that

the light interacted with the camera.

By mid-June, I found a working combination of layered prisms and different pieces of cut

crystal, and the pairing allowed me to bring in a variety of different colors. The purple in one of

the skies in my series comes from bending the light from a lavender flower. I used the dirt from

the road to bring yellow and orange tones to trees and rocks, and while I rarely photographed the

water directly, I used the prism to move the blue reflection on the surface to boost the color and

detail in the sky.

As I intended prism photography to be a visual meditation on light and land, it was

important to me to achieve my effects and colors in camera. The goal was to keep

post-processing at a minimum, making only minor adjustments to black and white levels in order

to optimize the prints. The examples below are some selections from this series that highlight the

range of color options that become available when working with direct sunlight.





Variation Two: Soundscape

For the contemplative listening component of my work, I conducted pre-recording

research over a period of three weeks at PCCI, during which time I walked along the trails and

established the sounds that I hoped to isolate and record. My goal was to study the everyday

soundscape at Pierce Cedar Creek Institute, to identify which underlying themes I would develop

during the mixing process, and to establish which sounds I would need to create within a studio

setting to help accentuate those themes.

Because one of my objectives was to make a soundscape that was authentic to the land at

the Institute, I decided early on that the majority of the tracks for the piece would be onsite field

recordings. I used a Zoom H8 Audio Recorder with Sennheiser HD 300 Pro headphones to



capture clear, precise recordings outdoors.

To keep the sound sharp, I used a

windscreen on the microphone and often

mounted the recorder on a small tripod.

Any additional audio that I developed in a

studio would be supplemental and used

only to represent concepts that were not

otherwise accessible. As the H8 has

multiple XLR input options, I was able to

attach a condenser mic when I needed to

create more sculpted sounds. For

example, one of the sound elements that

stood out was the movement of the water

at Brewster Lake and the life happening

beneath the surface. In order to represent

those sounds, I set up microphones indoors and recorded myself in a bathtub, speaking and

exhaling underwater.

My overall intention for the soundscape was to assemble an auditory depiction of

subterranean sounds engaged in a dialogue with the surface. I used bass sounds to represent the

root systems and movement underground. These come from a mixture of air conditioners,

refrigeration units, a car engine, field recordings of the thunderstorms we had throughout the

summer, and the aforementioned underwater sounds. For the above ground component, I wanted

to rely more on treble sounds and to keep everything as natural and identifiable as possible. For



the final arrangement of this aspect of the soundscape, I mixed recordings of things like rain,

wind, bees, cows, crows, and sandhill cranes.

To create a sense of ebb and flow between the subterranean and surface sounds, I altered

the frequency and pitch of some of my insect and bird recordings. Crickets sound like owls,

blackbird calls seem almost otherworldly, and these minor changes are meant to add a sense of

mystery to an arrangement of recordings that should otherwise sound familiar. By slowing them

down, lowering the tone, and interspersing these midrange sounds throughout the piece, there is

a continuous exchange between what is happening above and below the ground.



Variation Three: Video

The third element of my work this summer is a video that highlights the dynamic

qualities of the land at Piece Cedar Creek Institute. In both art and literature, nature is frequently

used as a backdrop against which human dramas unfold, so I wanted to examine what it might

look like for the landscape to move into the foreground and become a full, nuanced character in

its own right.

During the first two weeks that I was onsite, I walked around the trails and identified

which locations I wanted to observe throughout the summer. Brewster Lake, the trees directly

outside of Meadow Lodge, the field near the entrance to the Visitor Center, Cedar Creek, and



other spots along Brewster Lake Trail and Beech Maple Ridge Trail comprised the majority of

my footage.

There was a question that presented itself early into the process: the issue of how to best

show the dynamic quality and evolution of nature when filming would be taking place

exclusively in one season. Cameras and rain are not friends, and while the variable weather over

the summer would certainly be one way to show different conditions, I could not risk damaging

the cameras to get the shots I wanted. Initially I had planned on setting up tripods at the various

locations and developing a collection of static shots, but when I reviewed the footage, I found

that these videos lacked the energy I was hoping to capture. Unlike autumn or spring, summer

can appear quite static, so I had to reconsider which techniques or vantage points I might use to

better convey a sense of constant change.

I decided to rely more on camera motion, aerial shots, panning, and tilting for the

majority of my footage in order to add a sense of movement to an otherwise fixed space. I

studied wind and light conditions, and this gave me a better sense of when to go out recording.

No breeze meant no motion, so I learned to wait for it to come. I also looked for things like

moving water, insects, and birds, and the controlled burn at the end of the summer proved to be a

perfect addition to my footage. Not only was there a substantial amount of movement in a static

shot, but it was also in one of the locations I had chosen as a focus area.

In addition to more straightforward video footage, I also learned how to make time

lapses. I would choose the scene and framing, place the camera on a tripod, and take hundreds of

photos at set intervals over a period of 20-45 minutes. Once these photos were arranged in a

sequence, they gave the impression of time, sped up and moving. They captured the light as the

sun went down, the shadows as they moved, and because 45 minutes of time lapse could become



8 seconds of footage, this technique brought in that sense of transformation that I had been trying

to capture. Below are some still images from the final video.



Final Thoughts and Acknowledgements

I went into this summer with a deliberately abstract concept: use contemplative

observation to create contemporary landscape art. I did not know what I would find, what I

would hear, what would work, and what would not. My primary intention was to let the land

guide and teach me. I typically work in more controlled environments, so the notion of letting

that go was concerning, but I kept coming back to the idea that nature has learned how to adapt

to all kinds of upheaval, loss, and uncertainty. After more than a year of navigating the tensions

and unknowns of pandemic life, I was ready for a different kind of teacher. The land at Pierce

Cedar Creek Institute gave lessons that I will never be able to aptly convey in writing. It is my

hope that the images, sounds, and video that I created while I was there will reflect those

teachings. To the land itself, and to the people who mentored me throughout this process and to

the people at Pierce Cedar Creek Institute who gave me the opportunity to be there, thank you.




